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Larmor frequency = axion mass ➔ resonant enhancement

SQUID measures resulting transverse magnetization

Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment (CASPEr)
NMR techniques + high precision magnetometry



Resonant Enhancement

resonant enhancement limited by axion coherence time ⇥a �
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and nuclear spin transverse relaxation time T2
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designed NMR pulse sequences can improve (dynamic decoupling) 
demonstrated T2 = 1300 s in Xe

resonance ➜ scan over axion masses by changing Bext

magnetization signal increases linearly in time (axion periods)
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Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment (CASPEr)

ferroelectric (e.g. PbTiO3) for large E* 

NMR pulse sequences (spin-echo,…) for longer T2 

NMR techniques for high polarization fraction 

quantum spin projection (magnetization) noise small enough

NMR techniques + high precision magnetometry



Magnetization Noise 
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Magnetization (quantum spin projection) noise:

a material sample has magnetization noise

irreducible noise arises from 
quantum spin projection

every spin necessarily has random quantum projection onto transverse direction
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an approximate estimate, in a particular sample magnetization noise must be measured
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CASPEr-Wind

SQUID 
pickup 
loop

�Bext

axion “wind” �a

Similar to CASPEr-Electric but 
no Schiff suppression, no polar crystal 

➜ can use LXe or 3He

makes a directional detector for axions (and gives annual modulation)

axion DM field gradient torques electron and nucleon spins 

oscillates with axion frequency 

proportional to axion momentum (“wind”)

a

x

H 3 ra · ~�N(@µa) ̄�
µ�5 ➜spin coupling:
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New field of axion direct detection, similar to early stages of WIMP direct detection 

No other way to search for light axions 

Would be the discovery of dark matter and glimpse into physics at high energies ~ 1016 - 1019 GeV
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QCD Axion Dark Matter

102 Hz 1012 Hz104 Hz 106 Hz 108 Hz 1010 Hz

axion mass (frequency)

ADMX

May be able to cover all of QCD axion dark matter:

NMR
LC circuit cavities new ideas? 

open resonators

many more new ideas beyond these for axion detection in general!

QCD coupling
EM coupling



Other Couplings & Techniques



Possibilities for Light Dark Matter
Only really 4 different types of effects, 4 types of experiments needed
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E&M - drive currents

QCD - change nuclear 
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change SM properties 
(e.g. electron mass)



Axion DM Effects

axion DM field gradient torques electron and nucleon spins 

oscillates with axion frequency 

proportional to axion momentum (“wind”)

a

x

H 3 ra · ~�N(@µa) ̄�
µ�5 ➜spin coupling:

a

x

axion DM field gradient can exert a force 

oscillatory and violates equivalence principle

aH†Hscalar coupling: e.g. change electron mass

same effects allow searches for hidden photons



Force/Torque from Dark Matter
PRD 93 (2016) arXiv:1512.06165

These are the particles adelberger was already assuming exist anyway, we’re just saying they could also be DM 

New Direct Detection Experiments:

New oscillatory force/torque from dark matter

covers frequency range ~10 Hz down to yr-1

85Rb-87Rb

Atom Interferometers

In construction Kasevich/Hogan groups

split + recombine atom wavefunction 
measure atom spin and acceleration

Pulsar Timing Arrays
DM and gravitational wave 

detection similar

Be

Al

Torsion Balances

Eot-Wash analysis underway

scalar balance for force 
spin-polarized for torque

with Will Terrano



DM Direct Detection

DM mass:
10-22 eV

10�8 Hz 1012 Hz108 Hz104 Hz10�4 Hz 1 Hz

10�18 eV 10�14 eV 10�10 eV 10�6 eV 10�2 eV

E&M
NMR

atomic clocks/ 
interferometry

torsion balances

atomic magnetometers

E&M
Coupling:

QCD
Spin

Scalar

ADMX
HAYSTAC

LC Circuit
DM Radio
ABRACADABRA

CASPEr-ElectricEot-Wash (spin)
CASPEr-Wind

Eot-Wash (scalar)

Atom Interferometry (spin)
Atom Interferometry (scalar)

+ many important new force/transmission experiments (e.g. ARIADNE)



New Force and Transmission 
Experiments
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DM expts:

DM

New force/transmission expts:

a

γ

B

/ g / g2amplitudeamplitude

microwave cavity (e.g ADMX) light-through-walls (e.g. ALPS)

resonance optimal, need to scan frequencies 
reach smaller couplings, limited mass range

covers all masses (below expt cutoff) 
not as sensitive in coupling



Possibilities for New Fields
4 types of couplings
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Possible New Forces
Moody and Wilczek (PRD 1984)

search for a new scalar with a few types of new forces:

V ⇠ g1g2
r

monopole-monopole 
(scalar-scalar)

V ⇠ g1g2
r3

(~� · ~� + ~� · r̂ ~� · r̂)dipole-dipole 
(pseudo-pseudo)

�h†h, �OSM SM properties (electron mass) matter (spin)(@µa) ̄�
µ�5 

�

SM SM

SM SM

effective field theory ➜ only a few possibilities

e�mr(1 +mr)
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�
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if φ has nonzero mass m

Scalar (monopole field) Pseudoscalar (dipole field)

V ⇠ g1g2
r2

~� · r̂monopole-dipole 
(scalar-pseudoscalar)

spin-dependent forces



Experimental Strategies for New Forces

scalar force

spin-dependent force: control spins of source and test masses 
• limited by shortest distance achievable (V ~ r-2 or r-3), bad 

backgrounds (EM) at short distances

deviations from         : move test mass around 
• only sensitive at masses ~ distance scale of expt

Equivalence principle violation: two different test masses 
• will see infinite range (zero mass) force 
• suppressed by composition difference (usually ~ 10-1 - 10-2)

r�2



Motivations

new light particles/deviations from gravity well motivated by many 
theories: axions, moduli (SUSY), extra dimensions…

e.g. twin Higgs has a new photon, will pick up some (small) kinetic mixing, but 
potentially testable by high precision experiments/astrophysics

Cosmological Constant Problem:
Raman Sundrum

great, vague, idea: turn off graviton coupling to 
loops (once far enough off-shell)

/ ⇤4 ➜ require cutoff at momenta ⇤ ⇠ meV ⇠ (100µm)�1

➜ Newtonian gravity      will cut off below 100 µm1

r2



Eot-Wash Torsion Pendulums
high sensitivity possible: use laser readout of angle

spin-polarized pendulums:

backgrounds: 
fiber thermal noise, 
laser readout noise, 

EM forces (Casimir), 
gravity gradients



76 ADELBERGER, HECKEL & NELSON

Figure 4: 95%-confidence-level constraints on ISL-violating Yukawa interactions

with λ > 1 cm. The LLR constraint is based on the anomalous perigee precession;

the remaining constraints are based on Keplerian tests. This plot is based on

Figure 2.13 of Reference (14) and updated to include recent LLR results.

Deviations from 1/r2

α = strength relative to gravity � ⇠ m�1

cantilever

torsion pendulum

note shapecosmological constant problem



Equivalence Principle
Best current limits ~ 10-13 and will likely improve from: 

Lunar Laser Ranging: earth - moon falling towards sun 
torsion balances: two masses (e.g. Al-Be) toward earth

Be

Al

Torsion Balances

Atom Interferometers
85Rb-87Rb

New techniques coming: 
Satellite Test of Equivalence Principle (STEP) 
Atom interferometry

10-13 so good it bounds how antimatter falls 

can only see forces 
~6000 km or longer 

HW: is a short-range EP  
test interesting?

76 ADELBERGER, HECKEL & NELSON

Figure 4: 95%-confidence-level constraints on ISL-violating Yukawa interactions

with λ > 1 cm. The LLR constraint is based on the anomalous perigee precession;

the remaining constraints are based on Keplerian tests. This plot is based on

Figure 2.13 of Reference (14) and updated to include recent LLR results.

EP test



Spin-Dependent Forces

gaNN (⇥µa) N̄�µ�5N

SN 1987A

New Force
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generally hard for lab measurements to beat astro bounds in spin-dependence
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Astrophysical and Experimental Bounds

Experimental Bounds

PQ Axion Parameter Space
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SQUID Sensitivity Limited Projected Reach
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FIG. 2: Reach in the coupling vs interaction range plane for
the monopole-dipole axion mediated interactions. The band
bounded by the red (dark) solid line and dashed line denotes
the limit set by transverse magnetization noise of the sam-
ple for the specific setup described in the text, for T

2

ranging
from 1 s to 1000 s. The blue (darker) solid line is a future pro-
jection obtained by scaling the setup using parameters chosen
in Table 1. The blue (darker) dot-dashed line is the projected
limit set by the SQUID sensitivity. We limit the integration
time in all setups to 106 sec. The shaded band is the pa-
rameter space for the PQ axion with Cf = 1. Additional un-
certainties [14] and model dependence [15] can produce vari-
ations of this axion parameter space. Experimental as well
as combined experimental and astrophysical bounds are also
presented [9, 11].

limit T2 to approximately 1 s for the gas density we con-
sider. A specially engineered superconducting coil setup
can also partially cancel the gradient, allowing extension
of T2 up to 100 s for a 99% compensation. However, di↵u-
sion of the gas from the central active region to and from
the surrounding gradient compensation region can also
contribute to decoherence. We can estimate the decoher-
ence due to di↵usion as exp [�D(�rzB)2 t3

3 ], where D is
the di↵usion constant [22]. Taking D = 1.7⇥10�3cm2/s,
to di↵use by 3 mm takes approximately 100 s. Thus to
avoid significant mixing between the active sample region
and surrounding region with larger gradients, with a 99%
gradient compensation, the e↵ective T2 is reduced to ap-
proximately 10 s for a sample of the size we consider. In
principle spin-echo techniques could also be employed to
further reduce the e↵ects of gradients, as in Ref. [23].

Vibrations in the apparatus e.g. due to the rotation
mechanism can be a source of magnetic field noise, pri-
marily due to the Meissner currents in the superconduct-
ing shields. If the relative separation between the sam-
ple and the outer superconducting shield �x varies due
to acoustic vibration, the local magnetic field varies by
@B
@x �x, where @B

@x is the magnetic field gradient due to
the presence of the image magnetization. As the cylin-
der rotates, we assume some wobble is possible which

occurs primarily at the rotational frequency and lowest
order harmonics. Although the rotational frequency of
the cylinder is taken to be several times (e.g. 10 ⇥)
smaller than the magnetic resonance frequency, some vi-
bration can in principle be transmitted at this frequency
due e.g. to nonlinearities. Assuming a wobble in the
cylinder at !rot/2⇡ = 10 Hz on the order of 10 µm, and
1 percent of this at 100 Hz, we estimate approximately
2 nm of relative motion between the sample and outer
shield. This results in a resonant magnetic field of order
10�22 T. In addition, although we take the quartz vessel
containing the sample to be rigidly attached to the inner
superconducting shield, acoustic vibrations can modulate
the distance between the sample and inner shield and re-
sult in magnetic noise. Assuming an amplitude of shield
vibration of 2 nm, we expect relative motion between the
sample and shield to which it is attached of order 10�17

m. With a gradient of 10�5 T/m, this corresponds to a
field background of ⇠ 10�22 T.

There is also a background generated by trapped fluxes
in the superconducting shield. When the shield is cooled
at low fields (< 10�10 T) we estimate trapped fluxes to
be less than 10 cm�2. The thermal noise from a trapped
flux in the vicinity of the sample we estimate [24, 25] to

be 7⇥ 10�20 Tp
Hz

�
200 µm

r

�3
where r is the distance from

the flux. Note that the exact properties of fluxes also
depend on the shield construction and the above estimate
is indicative. A 2 nm relative motion between the sample
and the outer shield introduces a coherent background
field of <⇠ 10�22 T for a 10 cm�2 flux density.

Even if the source mass is unpolarized there is a back-
ground magnetic field oscillating at the resonant fre-
quency due to the Barnett e↵ect [26]. The di↵erential
field from the Barnett e↵ect as the segments of varying
thickness pass by the detector will be below the 10�14

T level. This background is eliminated once the shield
is placed between the source mass and the NMR sam-
ple with a screening factor > 105. This should be pos-
sible even for thin shielding layers of order tens of mi-
crons, by appropriately choosing the length of the cylin-
drically shaped shield that surrounds the sample and di-
verting stray magnetic fields around the region enclosing
the sample. The sign of the Barnett e↵ect can also be
changed by reversing the rotation. The shield also at-
tenuates magnetic noise due to thermal currents in the
tungsten mass [17], which we estimate at 10�12 T/

p
Hz.

Dipole-Dipole axion exchange. In the case of a spin-
polarized source mass, the source mass itself will generate
(at least 0.1 Gauss) background magnetic fields fluctuat-
ing at the frequency of interest. To minimize this field,
the thickness of the polarized region of the driving mass
can be limited to roughly �a. Improved shielding factors
can be achieved when the source mass is now introduced
in the area of interest after the shield has gone through
the superconducting phase transition. In combination

new experiment for axion detection though new force (monopole-dipole) 
uses NMR as detection technology
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The challenge for LSW searches is that for each photon incident on the first (production) magnet 
to be detected at the end of the second (regeneration) magnet is Pγaγ = [Paγ]

2 ∝ (gaγγ)
4, and thus 

the sensitivity in the axion-photon coupling improves only as  gaγγ ∝ I –1/4 t –1/8 , where I is the 
laser intensity, and  t  the integration time, assuming the detector is not background-free.  On the 
other hand, gaγγ ∝ (Bl)–1, thus the most effective way to improve the limits of LSW experiments 
is to increase the product of the magnets’ length and strength.  In regard to extending the length 
of the magnetic field, however, note that when ql ~ 1, the sensitivity of the experiment degrades 
significantly and become highly oscillatory as a function of mass. 

For axions or other pseudoscalars, the incoming light must be polarized parallel to the magnetic 
field; production of scalars require the orthogonal polarization.  A significant virtue of photon 
regeneration is that the signal can in principle be background free as the primary beam is blocked 
at the optical barrier.  Such experiments were first envisioned both for massless (b) and massive 
(c) pseudoscalars; the latter described how even the intrinsic noise of the photodetector could be 
rendered negligible by homodyning the signal with the original beam.   

A contemporary discussion of photon regeneration, including its applicability for a broad array 
of axion-like particles, including hidden photons is found in (116); such LSW experiments can 
even search for mini-charged particles as is further developed in (117,118).   

5.2. Current status of photon regeneration experiments 

The ALPS-I experiment (Any Light Particle Search) at DESY has set the strongest published 
limits to date from an optical LSW experiment (127).  This experiment utilized two 4.3 m long 
magnets of 5 T field strength, and a 532 nm laser of 0.5 W power.  An optical cavity 
encompassing the production magnet boosted the effective laser power to 150 W.  A limit on 
axion-like particles of  g < 6.5 × 10–8 GeV–1 was established, valid for masses  m < 600 µeV.  A 
slightly improved limit in the optical regime by the OSQAR collaboration at CERN is awaiting 
publication (128).   

A photon regeneration experiment (CROWS) in the microwave has also been performed utilizing 
two resonant cavities in a 2.9 T field, setting a slightly weaker limit,  g < 9.9 × 10–8 GeV–1 , for 
masses  m < 7 µeV.  Both ALPS-I and CROWS have published searches for hidden photons as 
well, where significantly stronger limits have been set by the microwave experiment, although 
they probe different mass ranges.  LSW experiments have also been carried out in the x-ray 
regime at synchrotron light sources (129, 130), probing regions of mass  m > 1 eV. 

 
Figure 15.  Photograph of the ALPS-I experiment at DESY.  A 9-m HERA dipole with an optical barrier 
in the middle serves both for the production of axion-like particles, and their regeneration into photons.  
The laser is house in the shed at left; the detector resides in the vessel on the right. 

Light-Through-Walls
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Gravitational Spectrum

Every new EM band opened has 
revealed unexpected discoveries, 

gravitational waves give a new spectrum

New detectors?

the gravitational-wave signal extraction by broadening the
bandwidth of the arm cavities [51,52]. The interferometer
is illuminated with a 1064-nm wavelength Nd:YAG laser,
stabilized in amplitude, frequency, and beam geometry
[53,54]. The gravitational-wave signal is extracted at the
output port using a homodyne readout [55].
These interferometry techniques are designed to maxi-

mize the conversion of strain to optical signal, thereby
minimizing the impact of photon shot noise (the principal
noise at high frequencies). High strain sensitivity also
requires that the test masses have low displacement noise,
which is achieved by isolating them from seismic noise (low
frequencies) and designing them to have low thermal noise
(intermediate frequencies). Each test mass is suspended as
the final stage of a quadruple-pendulum system [56],
supported by an active seismic isolation platform [57].
These systems collectively provide more than 10 orders
of magnitude of isolation from ground motion for frequen-
cies above 10 Hz. Thermal noise is minimized by using
low-mechanical-loss materials in the test masses and their

suspensions: the test masses are 40-kg fused silica substrates
with low-loss dielectric optical coatings [58,59], and are
suspended with fused silica fibers from the stage above [60].
To minimize additional noise sources, all components

other than the laser source are mounted on vibration
isolation stages in ultrahigh vacuum. To reduce optical
phase fluctuations caused by Rayleigh scattering, the
pressure in the 1.2-m diameter tubes containing the arm-
cavity beams is maintained below 1 μPa.
Servo controls are used to hold the arm cavities on

resonance [61] and maintain proper alignment of the optical
components [62]. The detector output is calibrated in strain
by measuring its response to test mass motion induced by
photon pressure from a modulated calibration laser beam
[63]. The calibration is established to an uncertainty (1σ) of
less than 10% in amplitude and 10 degrees in phase, and is
continuously monitored with calibration laser excitations at
selected frequencies. Two alternative methods are used to
validate the absolute calibration, one referenced to the main
laser wavelength and the other to a radio-frequency oscillator

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Simplified diagram of an Advanced LIGO detector (not to scale). A gravitational wave propagating orthogonally to the
detector plane and linearly polarized parallel to the 4-km optical cavities will have the effect of lengthening one 4-km arm and shortening
the other during one half-cycle of the wave; these length changes are reversed during the other half-cycle. The output photodetector
records these differential cavity length variations. While a detector’s directional response is maximal for this case, it is still significant for
most other angles of incidence or polarizations (gravitational waves propagate freely through the Earth). Inset (a): Location and
orientation of the LIGO detectors at Hanford, WA (H1) and Livingston, LA (L1). Inset (b): The instrument noise for each detector near
the time of the signal detection; this is an amplitude spectral density, expressed in terms of equivalent gravitational-wave strain
amplitude. The sensitivity is limited by photon shot noise at frequencies above 150 Hz, and by a superposition of other noise sources at
lower frequencies [47]. Narrow-band features include calibration lines (33–38, 330, and 1080 Hz), vibrational modes of suspension
fibers (500 Hz and harmonics), and 60 Hz electric power grid harmonics.

PRL 116, 061102 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
12 FEBRUARY 2016

061102-4

Advanced LIGO can only detect GW’s > 10 Hz ➜ How look at lower spectrum?
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Sensitivity of Atom Interferometry

a constant gravitational field produces a phase shift:

the interferometer can be as long as T ~ 1 sec ~ earth-moon distance!
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Differential Measurement

measures differential acceleration between two atoms: removes seismic noise



Laser Phase Noise

remove laser noise using multiple baselines



Laser Phase Noise Insensitive Detector

atoms act as clocks, 
measure light travel time

Removes laser noise, allows single baseline detection

PWG, Hogan, Kasevich, Rajendran PRL 110 (2013)

run atom interferometer as hybrid clock/accelerometer



Atom Interferometry for Gravitational Waves

atoms act as clocks ➜ remove laser noise

accelerometer ➜ atoms are good inertial test masses, removes many noise sources 
(seismic, thermal vibrations, vacuum gas collisions, charging…)

PWG, Hogan, Kasevich, Rajendran PRL 110 (2013)

run atom interferometer as hybrid clock/accelerometer
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Atom Interferometry 
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100 m Detector Proposal at FermilabProposal: 100 meter detector at Fermilab

• MINOS, MINERνA and NOνA experiments 
use the NuMI beam

• 100 meter access shaft

• Atom DM detector (small scale project)

Proposal: 100 meter detector at Fermilab

• MINOS, MINERνA and NOνA experiments 
use the NuMI beam

• 100 meter access shaft

• Atom DM detector (small scale project)

• 100 m atom interferometer (accelerometer) drop tower 

• >3 s drop time to split and recombine atomic wavefunctions 

• Detect dark matter through oscillatory force 

• Also gravitational waves from unknown sources 

• Lead to ~km scale detector for GW’s (e.g. BH mergers) and DM, 
opens band below LIGO and above LISA (~ 0.1 - 10 Hz)

NuMI Gradiometer Proposal

Source 1
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Detector 1

Detector 2
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• 100-meter Sr clock gradiometer

• Drop atoms from two Sr sources

• >3 seconds free-fall

• Search for DM in range 0.1 Hz – 10 Hz
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NuMI shaft



Atom Interferometry for Gravitational Waves
Atoms could access mid-frequency band 

Advanced LIGO

LISA
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atom interferometry

for example this band allows: 
localize sources on the sky (e.g. sub-degree accuracy) and predict 

BH and NS binary mergers for other telescopes to observe 
may measure initial BH spins and orbital eccentricity

earth orbit allows 
polarization measurement 

with single detector

with Sunghoon Jung
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Atoms could access mid-frequency band 
➜ ideal for angular localization

atom interferometry

Angular Localization
phase advance across orbit (between 

detectors) dominates angular 
resolution

GW�✓ ⇠ SNR · L
�

➜ highest frequencies where 
source lasts 6 months are best

�

L

with Sunghoon Jung



Initial Black Hole Spins

Gravitomagnetic BH binary spin-spin effects fall rapidly with 
distance, seen only in highest frequencies before merger

Advanced LIGO

LISA
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atom interferometry

LIGO can’t measure well, needs lower frequencies ➜ atoms (terrestrial or satellite) could measure? 
gives info on formation history (primordial?), etc. of BH’s



Recent Experimental Results
Stanford Test Facility

➜ 50 pK

Macroscopic splitting of atomic wavefunction:
54 cm

(Kasevich and Hogan groups)

demonstrate necessary technologies:

atom cooling

Kovachy et. al, Nature (2015)



Summary

• laser interferometry 

• atom interferometry (clocks) 

• EM resonators (e.g. cavities) 

• NMR 

• high-precision magnetometry (SQUIDs, atomic systems) 

• torsion pendulums 

• optically-levitated dielectric spheres 

• …

Precision measurement is a powerful tool for particle physics and cosmology 

new technologies beyond traditional particle detection 
e.g. combination of several experiments will cover QCD axion dark matter fully

Light dark matter (axions) and gravitational wave detection similar: 

detect coherent effects of entire field, not single particles

Many more possibilities we haven’t thought of yet…


